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Abstract
A nite set of hyperplanes passing through the origin in (d+1)-dimensional Euclidean space
Ed+1 divides the unit sphere Sd into several spherical polyhedral cells. To each hyperplane, one
of the two open hemispheres separated by this hyperplane is selected, and thus an arrangement
of hemispheres is obtained. The weight of a face in a cell is the number of hemispheres which
contain this face. The number of s-faces with weight k is denoted by fs; k . The arrangement of
halfspaces may be dened in a similar way, except that the number of s-faces with weight k is
denoted by gs; k .
In this paper, a system of equations on fs; k (resp. gs; k) is established, which enables us
to express fs; k with odd s by ft; k with even t<s and may be considered Dehn{Sommerville
equations for arrangements of hemispheres (resp. halfspaces). c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved
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1. Introduction
The denition of arrangement of hemispheres and that of halfspaces may be found
in [2,4]. For the sake of self-containment, we give them here.
The standard inner product in (d+ 1)-dimensional Euclidean space Ed+1 is denoted
by ( ; ). Then a hyperplane in Ed+1 which passes through the origin is denoted by
H = fx2Ed+1: (a; x)= 0g, where a is the normal vector of the hyperplane. The two
halfspaces separated by H are H+=fx2Ed+1: (a; x)>0g and H−= fx2Ed+1:
(a; x)<0g respectively. A set of n positive halfspaces fH+m ; 16m6ng is called an
arrangement of hemispheres in Ed+1. It is simple, if the corresponding set of n hyper-
planes fHm; 16m6ng satises the following conditions: for any t with 06t6d+1, the
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intersection of any t hyperplanes in the set fHm; 16m6ng is a (d+1−t)-dimensional
subspace of Ed+1. In this paper, we concentrate our attention on simple arrangements.
However, an equivalent denition is more useful. The unit sphere in Ed+1 is denoted
by Sd= fx2Ed+1: (x; x)= 1g. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between
the set of halfspaces fH+m ; 16m6ng and the set of hemispheres fS+m =H+m \Sd; 16m6
ng. This is why we call it an arrangement of hemispheres. Sometimes we also consider
the negative hemisphere S−m =H
−
m \Sd and the common boundary of them S0m=Hm\Sd.
The complement of
Sn
m=1 S
0
m on S
d consists of several connected components, which
are called d-faces of the arrangement. Each d-face is an open spherical simple polytope,
whose s-face with 06s6d is called an s-face of the arrangement. The weight of an
s-face is the number of hemispheres which contain this s-face. In what follows, an
s-face with weight k is written as an (s; k)-face for simplicity, and the number of
(s; k)-faces is denoted by fs; k . For each s, (fs;0; fs;1; : : : ; fs; n−d+s) is called the s-vector
of the arrangement.
Arrangements of hemispheres and halfspaces have been studied by several authors.
Brehm [1], Linhart and Yang [8], and Yang [7] tried to answer the following question:
Which vectors may occur as the s-vectors of arrangements?
This problem seems to be rather dicult and is solved only in the case d=1.
Another direction is to establish relations among those parameters fs; k . In this paper,
we shall prove a system of linear equations on fs; k , and one on gs; k as well. That is,
we have the following results.
Theorem. In a simple arrangement of n hemispheres on Sd; for any s with 06s6d
and any k with 06k6n−d+ s; we have
fs; k =
sX
j=0
(−1) j

d−j
s−j
 s−jX
i=0

s−j
i

fj; k−i :
Corollary. In a simple arrangement of n halfspaces in Ed; for any s with 06s6d
and any k with 06k6n−d+ s; we have
2(gs; k−gs; n−d+s−k)
=
s−1X
j=0
(−1) j

d−j
s−j
 s−jX
i=0

s−j
i

(gj; k−i−gj; n−d+s−k−1):
These equations may be considered Dehn{Sommerville equations for arrangements
of hemispheres and halfspaces respectively, which enable us to express all fs; k with
odd s by ft; k with even t<s.
For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the following notations throughout this paper:
An(Sd) simple arrangement of n hemispheres on Sd
An(Ed) simple arrangement of n halfspaces in Ed
F(s) an s-face in an arrangement
F(s; k) an (s; k)-face in an arrangement.
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2. Dehn{Sommerville equations for arrangements of hemispheres
In an An(Sd), each vertex (0-face) is the intersection of d hyperplanes together with
Sd. If the weight of a vertex V is k, then for any integers i and s with 06i6s6d,
the number of (s; k + i)-faces containing V is equal to
(d
s
(s
i

. In general, we have
Lemma 1. Let F(j; k) be a face in an An(Sd). Then the number of (s; k + i)-faces
containing it is equal to
(d−j
s−j
(s−j
i

.
In an An(Sd), for each m with 16m6n, S0m is a (d−1)-sphere. All points on it with
the weights coming from the An(Sd) form a simple arrangement of n− 1 hemispheres
on Sd−1. This is a particular case of the following lemma.
Lemma 2. In an An(Sd); for any t with t<d and any selection of t subscripts
16m1<m2<   <mt6n; the intersection
Tt
i=1 S
0
m i is a (d− t)-sphere. All points on
it with the weights coming from the original arrangement form a simple arrangement
of n− t hemispheres on Sd−t .
Theorem 1. In an An(Sd); the following equations hold for any s with 06s6d and
any k with 06k6n− d+ s:
fs; k =
sX
j=0
(−1) j

d− j
s− j
 s−jX
i=0

s− j
i

fj; k−i : (1)
Proof. For each pair of faces F(s) and F(r), dene
(F(s); F(r))=

1; if F(s)F(r);
0; otherwise;
(2)
and then consider the sum
=
sP
j=0
(−1) j P
F(s; k)
P
F( j)
(F(s; k); F(j)); (3)
where the sum
P
F(s; k) is taken over all (s; k)-faces, while the sum
P
F( j) is taken
over all j-faces.
On one hand, Eq. (3) may be rewritten as
=
P
F(s; k)
"
sP
j=0
(−1) j P
F( j)
(F(s; k); F(j))
#
:
For a xed face F(s), the sum
P
F( j) (F(s); F(j)) is the number of j-faces contained
in F(s). According to Euler’s polyhedron formula, we have
sP
j=0
(−1) j P
F( j)
(F(s); F(j))= 1 (4)
and then =fs; k .
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On the other hand, we have also
=
sP
j=0
(−1) jP
F( j)
" P
F(s; k)
(F(s; k); F(j))
#
:
For a xed face F(j), the sum
P
F(s; k) (F(s; k); F(j)) is the number of (s; k)-faces
containing F(j). From Lemma 1, we have
=
sX
j=0
(−1) j
s−jX
i=0

d− j
s− j

s− j
i

fj; k−i :
Eq. (1) enables us to express fs; k with odd s by ft; k with even t<s.
Corollary 1. In an An(Sd); the following equations hold:
f2s+1; k =
sX
j=0
Cs−j

d− 2j
2s+ 1− 2j
 kX
i=0

2s+ 1− 2j
i

f2j; k−i (5)
where Cr is the rth term of the sequence whose exponential generating function is
G(x)= 4=(e x + e−x)2.
Proof. From the Dehn{Sommerville equations for simplicial polytopes, Riordan [6]
deduced a system of equations in which numbers of s-faces fs with odd (resp. even)
s are expressed by the numbers of t-faces with even (resp. odd) t. Reformulating his
equations for simple polytopes of dimension d, we have
f2s+1 =
sX
i=0
Cs−j

d− 2j
2s+ 1− 2j

f2j;
where Cr is the rth term of the sequence whose exponential generating function is
G(x)= 4=(e x + e−x)2.
Now we turn to the An(Sd). Let F(2s+ 1; k) be a face in the arrangement. Then it
is a spherical polytope of dimension 2s + 1. Applying Riordan’s equations to it, we
have
1=
sP
j=0
Cs−j f2j(F(2s+ 1; k));
where f2j(F(2s + 1; k)) denotes the number of 2j-faces contained in the F(2s +
1; k). Summing up these equations over all (2s + 1; k)-faces in the arrangement, we
have
f2s+1; k =
sP
j=0
Cs−j
P
F(2s+1; k)
f2j(F(2s+ 1; k)):
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Denoting by fs; k(F(2s+1; k)) the number of (s; k)-faces contained in an F(2s+1; k),
we have
f2s+1; k =
sP
j=0
Cs−j
P
F(2s+1; k)
kP
i=0
f2j; k−i(F(2s+ 1; k))
=
sP
j=0
Cs−j
kP
i=0
" P
F(2s+1; k)
f2j; k−i(F(2s+ 1; k))
#
:
In fact, the sum
P
F(2s+1; k) f2j; k−i(F(2s + 1; k)) is the number of ordered pairs
(F(2s+ 1; k); F(2j; k − i)) in which the rst element F(2s+ 1; k) contains the second
one, so that it may be obtained in another way. First, for a xed face F(2j; k − i),
enumerate the number of (2s + 1; k)-faces which contain it, and then sum up these
numbers over all (2j; k − i)-faces in the arrangement. From Lemma 1, we get
f2s+1; k =
sP
j=0
Cs−j

d− 2j
2s+ 1− 2j

kP
i=0

2s+ 1− 2j
i

f2j; k−i :
3. Dehn{Somerville equations for arrangements of halfspaces
Denote by ( ; ) the standard inner product in d-dimensional Euclidean space Ed. Then
a hyperplane in Ed is denoted by H = fx2Ed: (a; x)= bg. The two open halfspaces
separated by H are H+ = fx2Ed: (a; x)>bg and H−= fx2Ed: (a; x)<bg respec-
tively. A set of n positive halfspaces fH+m ; 16m6ng is called an arrangement of
halfspaces. It is simple, if the corresponding set of hyperplanes fHm; 16m6ng is in
general position, i.e. the intersection of any d hyperplanes is just a point and that of
any d+ 1 hyperplanes is empty. Here we discuss simple arrangements only.
The complement of
Sn
m=1Hm in E
d consists of a certain number of connected com-
ponents (bounded or unbounded), which are called d-faces of the arrangement. Each
d-face is an open polyhedron, whose s-face (06s6d) is called an s-face of the ar-
rangement. The weight of an s-face is the number of halfspaces which contain this
s-face. The number of (s; k)-faces is denoted by gs; k . Especially, the number of un-
bounded (s; k)-faces is denoted by gs; k .
We have also two lemmas for simple arrangements of halfspaces, which are the
counterparts of Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, they are not
written out here. When they are needed, we say Lemmas 1 and 2 instead.
Theorem 2. In an An(Ed); the following equations hold for any s with 06s6s and
any k with 06k6n− d+ s:
gs; k − gs; k =
sX
j=0
(−1) j

d− j
s− j
 s−jX
i=0

s− j
i

gj; k−i : (6)
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem 1. In an An(Ed), all
s-faces with s>0 are partitioned into two classes: bounded and unbounded faces. They
have dierent Euler characteristics. As a result, when applying Euler’s polyhedron
formula, Eq. (4) must be replaced by the following one:
sX
j=0
(−1) j
X
F( j)
(F(s; k); F(j))=

1 if F(s; k) is bounded;
0 if F(s; k) is unbounded:
Therefore, the left-hand side of the equations in this theorem should be = gs; k − gs; k .
Theorem 3. For an An(Ed); the following statements are true:
1. gs; k = gs; n−d+s−k ;
2. There is an An(Sd); which the number of (s; k)-faces is denoted by fs; k ; such that
fs; k = gs; k + gs; n−d+s−k − gs; k ;
3. There is an An(Sd−1); in which the number of (s; k)-faces is denoted by hs; k ; such
that hs; k = gs+1; k .
Proof. Consider the An(Sd) and two tangent hyperplanes T1 and T2 of Sd which are
parallel to each other. Assume that the hyperplane T which passes through the origin
and is parallel to T1 does not intersect Sd at any vertex in the An(Sd). Then Sd is cut by
T into two hemispheres ST1 and S
T
2 . Assume that S
T
1 and T1 are on the same side of T .
Projecting ST1 from the origin onto T1, we get an An(E
d) in T1. Similarly, projecting ST2
onto T2, we get another An(Ed) in T2. (This is called central projection.) Conversely,
any An(Ed) may be obtained in this way from a properly selected arrangement of
hemispheres and a properly selected hyperplane T . In what follows, gs; k denotes the
number of (s; k)-faces in the arrangement in T1.
Assume that the hyperplane T cuts a face F(s; k) on Sd into two pieces, and the
piece on ST1 is projected onto an unbounded (s; k)-face in the arrangement of halfspaces
in T1. Let F(s; n − d + s − k) be the antipode of F(s; k) on Sd. Then T must cut
F(s; n − d + s − k) into two pieces too. One of these two pieces must be projected
onto an unbounded (s; n− d+ s− k)-face in T1. Hence gs; k = gs; n−d+s−k .
The set of (s; k)-faces in An(Sd) may be partitioned into three subsets, according to
where each (s; k)-face lies.
Subset 1. If an (s; k)-face is in the relative interior of ST1 , it will be projected onto
a bounded (s; k)-face in T1. The number of faces in this subset is equal to gs; k − gs; k ;
Subset 2. If an (s; k)-face is in the relative interior of ST2 , it will be projected onto
a bounded (s; k)-face in T2. However, its antipode is in the relative interior of ST1 and
will be projected onto a bounded (s; n− d+ s− k)-face in T1. The number of faces in
this subset is equal to gs; n−d+s−k − gs; n−d+s−k ;
Subset 3. If an (s; k)-face is cut by T into two pieces, the piece on ST1 will be
projected onto an unbounded (s; k)-face in T1. The number of faces of this kind is
equal to gs; k .
These establish the second part of this theorem.
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The intersection T \ Sd is homeomorphic to Sd−1. Similar to Lemma 2, all points
on this intersection with the weights coming from the An(Sd) form and An(Sd−1). An
(s; k)-face in the latter arrangement is the intersection of T with an (s + 1; k)-face in
the former one, and one piece of this (s + 1; k)-face is projected onto an unbounded
(s+ 1; k)-face in T1. Thus hs; k = gs+1; k .
It must be mentioned that Linhart [2] proved the third part of this theorem in a way
dierent from ours.
Corollary 2. In an An(Ed); for any odd s with 16s6d and any k with 06k6n−d+s;
we have
2(gs; k − gs; n−d+s−k)
=
s−1X
j=0
(−1) j

d− j
s− j
 s−jX
j=0

s− j
i

(gj; k−i − gj; n−d+s−k−i):
Proof. Substituting Theorem 2 into Theorem 3(1), we obtain this corollary.
4. Total weight equations
For each s with 06s6d, the sum
P
k k  fs; k (resp.
P
k k  gs; k) is called the to-
tal weight of s-faces in an arrangement. It is easy to get explicit formulae on total
weights of faces in an An(Sd). In fact, two arrangements of halfspaces may have en-
tirely dierent total weights. In this section, we prove a system of linear equationsP
k k  gs; k .
Lemma 3. In an An(Ed); the following equation holds:
nX
k=0
k  (gd; k − g0; k)= n
d−1X
i=0

n− 1
i

: (7)
Proof. Let H+m (16m6n) be a halfspace in the An(E
d). The number of (s; k)-faces in
H+m is denoted by gs; k(H
+
m ). Let
S(m)=
nP
k=0
[gd; k(H+m )− g0; k(H+m )]: (8)
Now translate the hyperplane Hm in Ed and keep all other hyperplanes (Hi; i 6=m)
xed, and observe how S(m) varies. When Hm sweeps over a vertex V in the arrange-
ment such that V changes from belonging to H+m to belonging to H
−
m , the number
g0; k(H+m ) decreases by one. At the same time, a d-simplex, say S
+, in H+m vanishes
and another d-simplex, say S−, appears in H−m . (Both S
+ and S− have their apexes
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at vertex V and bases in Hm.) That is, the number gd; k(H+m ) also decreases by one.
Therefore S(m) does not vary, no matter how Hm is translated.
Suppose that Hm has moved to a position, so that there is no vertex in the arrange-
ment belonging to H+m . In this case, S(m) is equal to the number of d-faces in H
+
m .
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between d-faces in H+m and (d − 1)-faces
in Hm, we have
nX
k=0
[gd; k(H+m )− g0; k(H+m )]=
d−1X
i=0

n− 1
i

:
Summing up these equations over m, we have
nX
k=0
"
nX
m=1
gd; k(H+m )−
nX
m=1
g0; k(H+m )
#
= n
d−1X
i=0

n− 1
i

:
Note that each (s; k)-face is contained in exactly k halfspaces in the An(Ed), we obtain
this lemma.
Theorem 4. In an An(Ed); the following equations hold for any s with 16s6d.
nX
k=0
k 

gs; k −

d
s

g0; k

= n 

n− 1
d− s
 s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 1
i

: (9)
Proof. Let I = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and J be a (d − s)-subset of I with 1<s<d. Consider
the intersection of d − s hyperplanes, EJ =
T
m2JHm. It is an s-at. From Lemma 2,
there is an An−d+s(Es) in EJ . Denoting by gt; k(EJ ) the number of (t; k)-faces in this
arrangement, we have from Lemma 3
nX
k=0
k  [gs; k(EJ )− g0; k(EJ )]= (n− d+ s)
s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 1
i

:
Summing up these equations over all (d− s)-subset of I , we get
nX
k=0
k 
"X
J
gs; k(EJ )−
X
J
g0; k(EJ )
#
=

n
d− s

(n− d+ s)
s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 1
i

= n 

n− 1
d− s
 s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 1
i

:
For each s-face with s>0 in the An(Ed), there is exactly one (d − s)-subset, say
J , of I such that this s-face is contained in the arrangement in EJ . At the same time,
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each vertex in the An(Ed) belongs to
(d
s

such arrangements like that in EJ . That is,
P
J
gs; k(EJ )= gs; k ;
X
J
g0; k(EJ )=

d
s

g0; k :
Substituting these two equations into the equation before them, we complete the proof.
It has been mentioned that it is easy to enumerate the total weights in an An(Sd). In
the rest of this section, we shall prove a system to linear equations on
P
i i(i− 1) fs; i
with 06s6d.
Theorem 5. In an An(Sd); the following equations hold for any s with 0<s6d.
nX
k=0

k
2

fs; k −

d
s

f0; k

=

n
2

n− 2
d− s
 s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 2
i

:
Proof. The number of (s; k)-faces contained in the hemisphere S+m =H
+
m \Sd is denoted
by fs; k(S+m ). According to Theorem 3, this hemisphere is combinatorially equivalent
to an An−1(Ed), provided that the number of (s; k)-faces in this An−1(Ed) is equal to
fs; k+1(S+m ). From Theorem 4, we have
n−1X
k=0
k 

fs; k+1(S+m )−

d
s

f0; k+1(S+m )

=(n− 1)

n− 2
d− s
 s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 2
i

:
Summing up these equations over m, we have
n−1X
k=0
k 
"
nX
m=1
fs; k+1(S+m )−

d
s
 nX
m=1
f0; k+1(S+m )
#
= n(n− 1)

n− 2
d− s
 s−1X
i=0

n− d+ s− 2
i

:
Noting that each (t; k + 1)-face is contained in just k + 1 hemispheres in the An(Sd),
we establish this theorem.
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